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Soocas Spark sonic toothbrush
Gain confidence with a beautiful smile. The Soocas Spark sonic toothbrush uses premium DuPont bristles, provides IPX8 water resistance
and features a compact and lightweight design. Its powerful motor guarantees precise cleaning, and with the timer you can easily control
the  cleaning  time.  The  device  supports  2  modes  of  operation,  and  its  operation  is  extremely  quiet.  You  will  operate  it  with  a  single
button. What's more, the powerful battery allows for 40 days of operation on a single charge.
 
Reliable performance
Thanks to its advanced motor, the Spark toothbrush works extremely efficiently. In doing so, it reduces energy loss by 60% and provides
concentrated power delivery to the bristles. It also uses innovative micro-bubble technology, ensuring effective removal of food debris
from  even  hard-to-reach  areas  between  teeth.  In  addition,  the  device  offers  40%  higher  density  DuPont  612  Brilliance  Bristles  with
rounded tips  that  are  arranged in  a  wavy  pattern  for  a  better  fit  in  the  mouth. The  product  also  has  as  many as  16  patents  and  has
passed more than 50 tests to prove its high quality.
 
2 modes of operation
The device offers 2 modes of  operation -  so you can adjust  its  performance to suit  your needs.  The gentle mode is  recommended for
first-time users and those with extremely sensitive teeth. The cleaning mode, on the other hand, will be an excellent choice when you are
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concerned about whitening your teeth. High-frequency vibrations provide effective cleaning, so you'll achieve a white and radiant smile.
 
Thoughtful solutions
The noise level of the toothbrush does not exceed 55 dB, and a 2-minute timer reminds you every 30 seconds to change the brushed
area,  helping  you  form  better  habits.  In  addition,  the  device  remembers  the  last  used  mode  and  is  distinguished  by  IPX8  water
resistance. As you can see - every detail has been taken care of!
 
Up to 40 days of use
A 2-hour charge is  enough to use your Spark toothbrush for up to 40 days.  Say goodbye to the need for frequent power renewal and
enjoy  wireless  convenience!  Worried  about  forgetting  to  charge  your  device?  Don't  be!  When  the  battery  charge  level  reaches  20%,
you'll see a notification.
 
Refined design
The handle of the toothbrush is made of aluminum alloy, so it is sturdy and looks aesthetically pleasing. A practical light ring allows you
to check the battery level,  and the transparent  head makes it  easy to check the status of  the toothbrush.  In  addition,  the device has
undergone  a  series  of  tests  that  have  proven  it  to  be  corrosion-resistant.  At  the  same  time,  it  is  smaller  and  lighter  than  similar
toothbrushes. Opt for convenience and functionality with Soocas!
 
Compact design
What else sets the Soocas device apart from other sonic toothbrushes? Among other things, its compact design - the Spark model is half
the  length  of  most  similar  products,  and  its  dimensions  (8.97")  are  similar  to  those  of  standard  manual  toothbrushes.  It's  also  much
lighter, weighing only 0.13 pounds, so its weight is only 1/3 that of other electric toothbrushes. As a result, using it is convenient.
 
Included:
Brush
Brush head
Bracket to mount the toothbrush on the wall
Travel case
Power adapter
USB/USB-C charging cable
User manual
Manufacturer
Soocas
Model
SPARK
Operating modes
Gentle mode, cleaning mode
Volume level
55 dB
Timer
yes, 2-minute
Operating time
40 days
Charging time
2 hours
Port
USB-C
Waterproof
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IPX8

Price:

Before: € 40.5039

Now: € 35.50

Health & Beauty, Sonic toothbrush
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